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20 個站與水利署的 29 雨量站的資料，分析台灣年降雨量、最大日降雨量分析、
年降雨日數、雨量大於 50 ㎜日數、雨量大於 50 ㎜日數比例、降雨強度，並利用









山鞍部的 209 日到最低的高雄 106 日，差距將近兩倍，且山區高海拔的降雨量有
較平地低海拔地區高的現象。 
依照中央氣象局的標準「當有連續降雨，而且 24 小時雨量累積到 130 毫米
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Abstract 
Recently, there’re a lot of extreme climate events in the world. The main purpose 
of this study was to research rainfall intensity change in Taiwan. Many researches 
investigate rainfall change in plain region without investigating in mountain and 
alpine region.. 
The daily rainfall data was selected from 20 meteorological sites of Central 
Weather Bureau and 29 Rain Gauge sites of Water Resources Agency from 1960 to 
2004 to analyze annual rainfall, maximum rainfall of single days, rainy days, the 
number of days > 50 ㎜ and rate, annual intensity of rainfall.  
There’re lager annual rainfall and rainy day in north-east Taiwan. In the other 
area, the lager annual rainfall and rainy day were increasing with elevation. the 
number of days > 50 ㎜ rate and annual intensity of rainfall were large in south-west 
Taiwan which were up to 9％ and 20 ㎜/day. 
However, the pattern of rainfall change was complex and divergent. Most of the 
sites reveal increasing trend in rainfall intensity in Taiwan, excluding the rainfall 
intensity in LanYan river basin in 1960 to 2004. 
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日降雨>50mm 日變遷 日最大降雨量變遷 降雨日數變遷 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
日降雨強度變遷  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
